While the Keys has value for anyone interested in lichen identification, the book may be most valuable as a classroom or workshop teaching aid for areas without regional keys, a condition that describes much of North America. The book is valuable outside the classroom for those that want another opinion on a puzzling specimen, and for those participating in forays in regions new to them. Just remember best practises when keying out a species new to you: read through a species description after working through a key to ensure you hav en't taken a 'wrong turn', and compare your lichen to a herbarium specimen identified by a trusted lichenologist. And of course the Keys represents a great starting point to develop your own regional keys.
There are a few missed opportunities in the Keys. Some of the keys would benefit from additional illustrations to better convey cryptic or difficult-to-describe traits. This problem is not unique to the Keys however, and few lichenologists have tackled this (but see Goward 1999) . The taxonomic completeness of each key is not noted, so users are advised to check the breadth by comparing the species included in the book to resources such as Esslinger (2015) . Finally, in the quest for completeness, some of the expanded keys may be too specialized for beginners and prove frustrating without additional illustrations or species' descriptions. Conversely, as you gain experience Brodo acknowledges that you'll likely move towards more specialized keys or creating your own keys. However, the Keys still occupies a useful middle-ground for novices and experts alike. After all, few experts are experts in everything! In summary, the Keys is a welcome addition to my library, especially in combination with the original 2001 book. The format is conducive to updates, so I suspect Brodo will treat us to future revisions and expansions. It is true that there are excellent guides to floras for regions of North America, but just as many lichens do, Brodo's Keys occupies a broad but rarified niche by allowing users to compare species across the continent. Many will be grateful for this monumental effort.
